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ABSTRACT
Using machine learning to analyze data often results in developer
exhaust – code, logs, or metadata that do not dene the learning

algorithm but are byproducts of the data analytics pipeline. We

study how the rich information present in developer exhaust can be

used to approximately solve otherwise complex tasks. Specically,

we focus on using log data associated with training deep learning

models to perform model search by predicting performance metrics

for untrainedmodels. Instead of designing a dierent model for each

performance metric, we present two preliminary methods that rely

only on information present in logs to predict these characteristics

for dierent architectures. We introduce (i) a nearest neighbor

approachwith a hand-crafted edit distancemetric to comparemodel

architectures and (ii) a more generalizable, end-to-end approach

that trains an LSTM using model architectures and associated logs

to predict performancemetrics of interest.We performmodel search

optimizing for best validation accuracy, degree of overtting, and

best validation accuracy given a constraint on training time. Our

approaches can predict validation accuracy within 1.37% error on

average, while the baseline achieves 4.13% by using the performance

of a trainedmodel with the closest number of layers.When choosing

the best performing model given constraints on training time, our

approaches select the top-3 models that overlap with the true top-

3 models 82% of the time, while the baseline only achieves this

54% of the time. Our preliminary experiments hold promise for

how developer exhaust can help learnmodels that can approximate

various complex tasks eciently.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The recent popularity of data analytics applications has led to a

proliferation of tools that can analyze large amounts of data. While

these frameworks and libraries are computationally ecient, they

have also made procedures like preprocessing data [16, 23], labeling

data [20], and analyzing model behavior [1] more systematic. For
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Figure 1: Our method predicts the validation performance
of untrained architectures by utilizing information present
in logs of pre-trained architectures.

example, Numpy [23] and Pandas [16] help data scientists explore

their data, Snorkel [20] and Fonduer [24] allow users to write pro-

grammatic labeling functions to eciently label large amounts of

training data, and TensorBoard in Tensorow [1] lets users visually

inspect how well their deep learning models are performing. Since

such capabilities are not directly associated with improving the

nal prediction from these models, they can be viewed as devel-
oper exhaust – metadata or code associated with the data analysis

pipeline that are not part of a learning algorithm but byproducts of

developers building models to analyze their data.

Developer exhausts, such as log data generated while training a

model or programmatic functions to preprocess data, are usually

semi-structured. Therefore, it is possible to systematically study

such forms of exhaust to aid and simplify otherwise complex tasks.

For example, our previous work on labeling training data statically

analyzed programmatic labeling functions and used the information

present in the code users wrote to signicantly reduce the sample

complexity of a subsequent learning model [22]. In this paper, we

focus on the logs generated by deep learning models during the

training process. In the simplest case, these logs consist of training

and validation accuracy recorded every n training epochs, which

visualization platforms like TensorBoard use to provide insight into

how a model is performing. We explore how information present

in logs helps us build generalizable models that can approximate

complex tasks like model search and go beyond optimizing for

validation accuracy without additional user eort.

Model search, or selecting the correct model architecture, has

traditionally been used to select the best performing model for

tasks like image recognition and natural language processing [2,

3, 6, 15, 21, 25]. These methods train candidate architectures to

convergence to nd the best model, therefore taking up to several

hundreds of hours to nd the best model architecture [21, 25]. We

explore how we can predict the performance of dierent model

https://doi.org/10.1145/3209889.3209895
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architectures by using the information in logs of previously trained

models. As a preliminary study, we present two methods to pre-

dict validation performance of various model architectures in the

context of convolutional neural networks; moreover, we show how

these methods can be easily adapted to predict other characteristics,

like performance given training time constraints and optimizing

for models that overt the least.

Our rst approach to utilize log data is inspired by methods like

Paleo [19], which can model the computational performance of

neural network model architectures. However, instead of modeling

each layer individually, we rely on an edit distance-based, model-

space-specic featurization to measure the similarity of model ar-

chitectures and select nearest neighbors of a model. Our second

approach aims at an end-to-end system performance prediction

system that does not rely on manual featurization. Inspired by the

recent trend in model performance prediction [5, 12], we design a

model similar to Peephole [4] and ENAS [18], training a long short

term memory (LSTM) model [9] to predict model performance.

However, instead of training dierent model architectures on the

y, we simply input logs and architectures of pre-trained models to

the LSTM to approximate the performance of untrained models.

Besides predicting the validation accuracy, we also demonstrate

how other information in developer exhaust can be easily incor-

porated to go beyond traditional model search for predicting best

performance. As a rst step, we show how without training or build-
ing new models, we can adjust our LSTM to predict overtting. We

extend our approach to predict which models perform the best

under training time constraints. We hope this modeling approach

can generalize to predicting other computational costs like memory

and network usage by utilizing system logs and learning model

behavior instead of modeling it explicitly.

Our preliminary results show the nearest neighbor and LSTM

approaches can approximate the best validation accuracy achieved

by an untrained model with 1.37% and 1.54% error in accuracy,

respectively; the baseline, which approximates the performance

of an untrained model with a trained model with the closest num-

ber of layers, achieves an average error of 4.13%. We also apply

our approach to select top performing models under training time

constraints; in 82% of the cases, the top-3 models predicted with

our nearest neighbor approach overlap with the true top-3 models,

while the baseline can only achieve this 54% of the time.

While our exploration of using developer exhaust for predict-

ing model performance is preliminary, it holds promise to how

the seemingly simple information present in logs can aid other

complex tasks. Going beyond training and validation accuracy, we

could also use system logs to predict other characteristics about

neural architectures. Utilizing developer exhaust can also help train

comprehensive models that can learn to predict the performance

and computational costs of dierent programs, which do not have

to be restricted to neural networks.

2 METHODOLOGY
In our preliminary exploration, we focus on a constrained model

space (Section 2.1) and explore how the information present in

developer exhaust can help predict a wide variety of characteristics

for deep learning models. First, we introduce a similarity metric
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Figure 2: Transformation from one model to another model
in our model space. ThemodelMs (left) can be transformed
tomodelMt (right) using 2 replacement, 1 deletion and 1 in-
sertion operations. The total penalty of this transformation
is the sum of penalties induced by the 4 operations.

to compare model architectures and use the nearest-neighbor ap-

proach to predict untrained model performance (Section 2.2). To

move past hand-crafted metrics, we design a simple LSTM-based

end-to-end model that uses model architecture hyperparameters

and logs as input (Section 2.3).

2.1 Model Space
We focus on a class of models similar to residual networks (ResNets)

[7] that are widely used for image classication; we assume that

both the models associated with the developer exhausts, and the

models we predict performance for are within this model class.

These models consist of linearly-connected convolutional layers,

each of which is followed by a batch normalization layer [10] and

a ReLu layer [17]. Skip connections exist among the convolutional

layers and an average pooling and a fully connected layer are placed

after the convolutional layers to generate predictions.

Each convolution layer in a model is parameterized by hypa-

rameters like the number of lters, the stride of convolution op-

erations, and the existence of skip connections whose output is

combined with the output of the layer. Formally, the ith convolu-

tion layer, f (Wi ,θi ) : Rm 7→ Rn , is a function mapping from the

m dimensional input vector to n dimensional output vector
1
.Wi

is the trainable parameter of the ith layer while θi species the
hyperparameter of this layer. Therefore, a model with c convolution
layers in our model space is fully specied by θ1, ...,θc .

2.2 Nearest Neighbor Approach
Intuitively, we expect similar model architectures to demonstrate

similar performance. Motivated by the edit distance used for string

comparison [14], we introduce an edit distance metric to measure

similarity among model architectures; this metric is the basis of

our nearest neighbor approach. The edit distance is the minimum

penalty induced by deletion, insertion and replacement operations

required to transform the original model to the target model. Since

the models in our model space dier only in terms of their con-

volution layers (we do not take into account the skip connections

explicitly in our preliminary investigation), the following transfor-

mation operations are sucient to convert an existing modelMs
to a new modelMt :

1
The input and output are tensors, we vectorize it for simplicity.
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• Replacement: We replace a convolution layer f (W s
i ,θ

s
i )

from modelMs with a convolution layer f (W t
j ,θ

t
j ) from

modelMt . The hyperparameters dening these two layers,

θsi and θ tj , can be the same or dierent.

• Insertion: We insert a convolution layer f (W t
j ,θ

t
j ) from

modelMt into modelMs .

• Deletion: We delete a convolution layer f (W s
i ,θ

s
i ) from

modelMs .

We associate a penalty with each of the transformation opera-

tions to nd theminimum total penalty, i.e. the edit distance between
Ms andMt . Algorithm 1 describes the procedure to compute the

edit distance betweenMs andMt . We assume that modelsMs
andMt have p and q convolution layers, respectively. The function

EditDistance(i, j ) returns the edit distance between ith -pth con-

volution layers inMs and jth -qth convolution layers inMt . For

example, transforming the 3-layerMs intoMt shown in Figure 2

requires the following operations: (1) Replace layer 1 inMs with

layer 1 inMt ; (2) insert layer 2 fromMt before layer 2 inMs ; (3)

delete layer 3 inMs ; (4) replace layer 3 inMs with layer 3 inMt .

This operation sequence induces minimal total penalty, i.e. the

edit distance between the two models. This edit distance can be

expanded recursively as

EditDistance(1, 1) = Penalty
replace

(1, 1) + EditDistance(2, 2)

where the rst term is from replacement operation (1) and the

second is the edit distance between the second to third convolution

layers inMs and the second to third convolution layers inMt .

We utilize this recursive structure and implement the edit distance

calculation eciently using dynamic programming. Note that in

Algorithm 1, the penalty functions Penalty
replace

, Penaltyinsert

and Penalty
delete

depend onθsi andθ tj , the hyperparameters of the

layers i and j inMs andMt , respectively. For dierent layer pairs,

they may result in dierent penalties as discussed in Appendix B.

Algorithm 1 Edit distance between Model Architectures

1: Input: p , q (the number of conv layers inMs andMt )

2: function EditDistance(i, j)

3: if i > p and j > q then
4: return 0

5: else if i > p then
6: return EditDistance(i, j + 1) + Penaltyinsert (i, j )
7: else if j > q then
8: return EditDistance(i + 1, j ) + Penalty

delete
(i, j )

9: end if
10: D

replace
= EditDistance(i + 1, j + 1) + Penalty

replace
(i, j )

11: Dinsert = EditDistance(i, j + 1) + Penaltyinsert (i, j )
12: D

delete
= EditDistance(i + 1, j ) + Penalty

delete
(i, j )

13: return min

(
D
replace

, Dinsert, Ddelete

)
14: end function

Given an untrained model architecture in our model space, we

search for the K-nearest neighbor models in the existing logs with

respect to the edit distance. We perform a weighted average of the

validation accuracy curves of the K-nearest neighbor models to

predict the validation accuracy curve of the untrained model. To

encode our intuition that more similar architectures have more

similar performance, we use the inverse of edit distance as the

weights. We evaluate the nearest neighbor approaches in Section 3.

2.3 LSTM-Based End-to-End Approach
To study how developer exhaust can be utilized without the need for

handcrafted penalty functions, we present a more general method

that can take as input the log data and the model architecture and

output the validation metric at the required training epoch. In deep

learning, model architectures can be described as computational

graphs, and these can be serialized into sequential representations,

e.g. using topological ordering of the nodes in the graphs. As a

popular modeling tool for sequential representations, LSTM net-

works are a natural t for encoding the model architectures without

architecture featurization.

In our end-to-end approach, we design a LSTM-based regressor

to predict performance characteristics of an untrained model. We

rst use a distributional embedding to encode each node in the

serialized computational graphs. This sequence of node embedding

representations are piped into a single-layer LSTM. We extract the

last output of the LSTM and pass it through a three-layer multiple

layer perceptron (MLP) [8]. We use the scalar output of the MLP to

perform least square regression of the target values. More speci-

cally, our LSTM-based model uses a 40 dimensional embedding and

a 100 dimensional single-layer LSTM to encode the model architec-

ture. The MLP component uses 3 fully connected layers with 100,

10, and 1 dimensional output respectively. Each of these fully con-

nected layers is followed by ReLu activation to enhance the model

with non-linearity. For the model space we described in Section 2.1,

convolutional layers with dierent attribute values are encoded

using dierent embedding vectors. In this case, the convolutional

layers are linearly connected. Thus, we can feed the representation

of the architecture, the sequence of embedding vectors, directly

into the LSTM without computation graph serialization.

3 EVALUATION
To evaluate methods in predicting performance of untrained models

with existing log information, we rst compare our nearest neigh-

bor and LSTM-based approach to two baselines in predicting the

best validation accuracy of untrained models. The rst baseline pre-

dicts the performance of the untrained model using the validation

accuracy curve of a randomly selected model from our model space,

while the second baseline predicts with the validation accuracy

curve using a randomly selected model with the closest number of

convolutional layers. By simply changing the input information to

our two approaches, we can also predict the degree of overtting,

or the discrepancy of best training and test accuracy. Finally, going

beyond accuracy information in the logs, we also utilize the training

time of dierent model architectures from logs to select the models

that perform the best under training time constraints.

3.1 Experimental Setup
Model Space. Based on the model space described in Section 2.1,

we generate models with 8 to 18 convolution layers with the fol-

lowing properties:

• Number of lters from {24, 36, 48, 64};

• Filter kernel sizewithwidth and height sampled from {3, 5, 7};
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Figure 3: Ground truth vs. predicted validation accuracy us-
ing nearest-neighbor approach.

• Stride for convolution operation from {1, 2} for layers at 1/3

and 2/3 of the convolution layer chain (rest set to stride 1);

• Number of skip connections from {0, 1, 2, 3} to merge with

the output of each convolution layer, with the source layer

of the skip connection randomly selected.

Evaluation Protocol. We use the CIFAR10 image classication

dataset with 40K training and 10K validation samples for our eval-

uation [13]. We use the training logs associated with 122 randomly

selected models from our model space. These models were trained

for 60 epochs using standard SGD with momentum 0.9, initial learn-

ing rate 0.05, and the learning rate dropping by a factor of 10 after

20 and 40 epochs. To support hyperparameter tuning for our LSTM-

based approach, we split the models into training, validation and

test set with a ratio of 3 : 1 : 1. We use the training set as the ex-

isting repository of logs, while the validation set is for grid search

of dropout rate, L2 regularizer and learning rate of Adam opti-

mizer [11]. For the baselines and nearest neighbor approach, we

use the union of training and validation set as the existing reposi-

tory and predict over the test set. We refer to Appendix B for details

on penalty function design for the nearest neighbor approach. Note

the number of sampled models is substantially smaller than the size

of the model space, and we aim to generalize with limited training

samples in predicting the performance of untrained models.

3.2 Results
To quantitatively evaluate our nearest neighbor and LSTM ap-

proaches, we report the comparison to the baselines for predicting

performance charateristics. In our experiments, we bootstrap from

our small number of models, and collect metrics over 10 runs with

dierent model set splits. We report the average prediction error

with its standard deviation from across all runs in Table 1. We run

our nearest neighbor approach with 1, 3, 5 nearest neighbor trained

models. As shown in Table 1, our approach with 5 nearest neighbor

models performs the best, with a 1.37% average error in predicting

the best validation accuracy for a model. It outperforms the two

baselines by 3.54% and 2.76%, respectively. Figure 3 shows examples

of how the predicted validation accuracy of an untrained model

compares to the ground truth validation accuracy. We include a

detailed discussion in Appendix A.

Our end-to-end LSTM model achieves 1.54% average error in

predicting test accuracy without requiring any hand-crafted com-

parison metrics. By simply switching the input information, we

also evaluate our two methods on predicting the degree of overt-

ting, the discrepancy between best training and best test accuracy.

Our LSTM-based model achieves the lowest average error of 0.67%.

These experiments validate that by utilizing existing training logs,

our two proposed approaches provide eective ways to predict

performance characteristics of untrained models in the same model

space. The performance of the LSTM model shows how we could

build end-to-end systems to predict performance metrics without

hand-crafting a featurization specic to a certain model space.

Going beyond accuracy information in the logs, we also demon-

strate how recorded runtime can help predict the best test accuracy

of an untrained model under training time budgets. In this task,

we rst predict the average running time of each epoch using the

recorded runtime in the logs and estimate the number of epochs

under the budget. The nal prediction is achieved by retrieving

the best accuracy before that epoch from the predicted validation

accuracy curve. We then use the 3-nearest neighbor approach to

predict the average epoch time and validation accuracy curve. For

each model set split, we rank the test set models with predicted

best accuracy under the time budget. With 50 runs using dierent

model set splits, we report how often the predicted set of top-3

model overlaps with the ground truth top-3 models. With a budget

of 10k and 20k seconds, the predicted and true top-3 models overlap

in 74% and 82% of the runs, respectively; at the same time, the two

baselines only achieve 24%, 42% for the 10k budget and 40%, 54%

for the 20k budget. This demonstrates how information in logs can

help with model search with computational constraints.

Method Err. best test acc. Err. degree of overtting

Baseline 1 4.91% + 1.06% 0.93% + 0.18%

Baseline 2 4.13% + 1.25% 0.96% + 0.22%

1-Nearest Neighbor 1.78% + 0.33% 0.90% + 0.18%

3-Nearest Neighbor 1.39% + 0.30% 0.79% + 0.15%

5-Nearest Neighbor 1.37% + 0.27% 0.73% + 0.11%

LSTM 1.54% + 0.43% 0.67% + 0.07%

Table 1: The average absolute error for predicting the best
validation accuracy and degree of overtting of an un-
trained model. We report the average error and standard de-
viation over 10 runs.

4 CONCLUSION
We discuss two preliminary methods of using information present

in logs generated while training deep learning models to predict the

validation accuracy of untrainedmodels with dierent architectures.

The nearest-neighbor based approach allows users to see which

models were selected to predict performance while the LSTM-based

method should generalize better to dierent model architectures.

We are continuing to explore how we can modify the edit distance

metric to be robust to more signicant dierences in model ar-

chitecture, and the variations in the model the LSTM can handle.

Moreover, while we utilized logs that we generated ourselves for

the experiments, we want to explore how well it extends to logs

that other developers generate by looking at training logs from open

source models. Using developer exhaust like log data to aid a com-

plex problem like model search holds promise about the utility of

information in data analysis byproducts like metadata, and logs.
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A VISUALIZATION OF PREDICTED TEST
ACCURACY

We rst show examples of how well the test performance of a

nearest neighbor model from existing logs can predict the perfor-

mance of an untrained model. As shown in Figure 4(a) and (b), the

edit distance metric described in Section 2.2 successfully selects

pre-trained models that have performance similar to the untrained

model. However, Figure 4(c) shows an example where the metric

fails – this is because the untrained model has stride 2 convolution

layers while the nearest neighbor trained model does not.

B PENALTY FUNCTIONS FOR EDIT
DISTANCE

In Table 2, we specify the value of the penalty functions used in

Algorithm 1. For the replacement operation, the discrepancy of each

hyperparameter of layer i in one model and layer j in the other

model contributes to the penalty. Motivated by the fact that models

with and without stride 2 convolution often have very dierent

validation performance (Figure 4(c)), we have a strong penalty for

replacement using a layer with dierent strides. This strong penalty

can avoid, in some cases, matching models with and without stride

2 layers as nearest neighbors. To have a balanced penalty across

dierent operations, if layer i and layer j have the same stride, the

penalty of insertion and deletion is 2.0, which matches the penalty

of replacement for layers with the same stride. Inspired by the

intuition that models with dierent number of layers typically have

very dierent validation performance, we enforce a strong deletion

and insertion penalty even when layer i and layer j have the same

stride parameter. For models without stride 2, this strong penalty

prevents two models with very dierent number of layers from

being nearest neighbors.

Penalty
replace

(i, j )
1(layer i and layer j have dierent # of lters)
+1(layer i and layer j have dierent kernel size)
+∞ · 1(layer i and layer j have dierent stride)

Penaltyinsert (i, j )
2.0 · 1(layer i and layer j have dierent stride)
+∞ · 1(layer i and layer j have the same strides)

Penalty
delete

(i, j )
2.0 · 1(layer i and layer j have dierent strides)
+∞ · 1(layer i and layer j have the same strides)

Table 2: The value of penalty functions as a function of the
hyperparameters of the convolutional layers.
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Figure 4: Predicted validation accuracy curve and the ground truth performance of example models. Given a new model, the
prediction is the validation accuracy curve of the nearest existingmodel with respect to the edit distance. For the two example
models in (a) and (b), the nearest neighbor model demonstrates similar validation accuracy curve to the examples. In (c), the
nearest neighbor model demonstrates dierent validation accuracy curve to the given example model.
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